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The S-type domain and twin boundaries in platelike PbZrO, 
crystals having complicated twinned structures 
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t Institute of Physics. Rmtov State University, PmspeLl Stachki 194, Rcstov-on-Don 
344104, Russia 
t Department of Physics, Rostov State Univenity, ulica Zorge 5, Rmtov-on-Don 344104, 
Russia 

w i v e d  7 February 1992, in final form 14 October 1992 

htraet .  Four kinds of S-type domain and win boundaries in the ferrcelecllic R3m 
and antifermelectric Pbam phasa of plate-lib PbZrO, uystals with complicated 
twinned structures have bwn described. Conditions for thermal stability of S-boundary 
orientations in pemvskita have been formulated. 

1. Introduction 

Planar domain or twin boundaries of S type, occasionally found in ferroelectric and 
related crystals, are characterized by their orientations ni(hik i l i )  which depend [l] 
on the unit-cell parameters, polarization direction and other physical properties of the 
separate domains or twin components. Some perovskites exhibit special cases of such 
a boundary whose orientation may be a certain function of temperature [2] or vary 
from sample to sample independent of temperature [3]. The study reported here was 
intended to provide an optical and crystallographic description of the S-tjpe domain 
and twin boundaries in the ferroelectric and antiferroelectric phases of lead zirconate 
@bZr05) crystals with complicated twinned structures. It is important to note that 
these domain (twin) boundaries have not been found in PbZrO, crystals previously 
(see, e.g., [U]). The results obtained in our work enable classification to be made of 
the conditions for thermal stability of S-boundary orientations in different peromkite 
aystals. 

2. Experimental results 

The investigation was carried out on plate-like PbZrO, nystals obtained by the flux 
growth technique from the PbO-B,O,-PbZrO, system. The domain (twin) structure 
was studied using a MIN-8 polarized microscope with a heating chamber. We did not 
End any appreciable differences between the domain (twin) patterns on both cooling 
and heating. In our samples, first-order phase transitions were observed: 

495.5tU.5 K 5WfU.5 K - 
Pbamam+ir"ec0ic <- "f,d,,ri, - Pm3mpme~,,,,iC. 
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According to the previous papers [5, 71, in the Pbam phase, untwhned plates of 
as-grown PbZrO, crystals occur with the two natural orientations distinguished by the 
extinction position (parallel or symmetric). The major surfaces of the crystal samples 
with parallel extinction coincide with the orthorhombic (210) plane, while plates with 
symmetric extinction possess the (001) orientation. The spontaneous antipolarization 
vector &Pa makes an angle of 4 9  with the plane surface in the former case and 
lies in the plane of the plate at 45O to its edges in the latter case. In the previous 
papers the planar 90° and 60° twin boundaries oriented along the {lOO} and {110} 
planes, respectively, of the perovskite prototype unit cell [5,7] as well as two kinds 
of 9O0 zigzag boundary and two kinds of 60° zigzag boundary [SI were described. In 
the R3m phase, PbZrO, crystals had symmetrical extinction with 71° (109') domain 
boundaries oriented along the (100) plane of the perovskite unit cell [5,9]. 
We were the first to observe, in the antiferroelectric Pbam phase of plate-like 

PbZrO, crystals with complicated twinned structures, the 60" inclined twin boundaries. 
These boundaries represented a type of S wall (figures l(a) and l(b)) and looked 
similar to the S-type boundaries in the antiferroelectric Pba2 and P222, phases 
of PbHfO, [3]. The 60" boundaries in PbZrO, crystals with mixed (parallel and 
symmetrical) extinction were visualized as an array of interference fringes, exactly like 
the 60' boundaries parallel to the (110) planes of the perovskite unit ceU but situated 
at an angle a = 612O to the side crystal faces. The angle a, although different 
in different samples, remained invariable during heating to the transition to the 
ferroelectric R3m phase. Despite the complicated character of the twinned structure 
(figure l(b)), possible defects and other inhomogeneities which are responsible for 
excessive mechanical stresses, the inclined 60° boundaries always retain their planar 
shape and 45" orientation with respect to the crystal faces or otherwise are describable 
by the Miller indices (111). 

In PbZrO, crystals, we were able to distinguish between inclined boundaries either 
alone or in combination with the usual 60° walls with the (110) orientation, with the 
90' walls with the (100) orientation, and with separate 90° wedges (figures l(a) and 
l(6)). As a special case of matching between the usual 60° components and an 
array of the 60" and 90" components along the S boundary, one may regard a 60' 
triplet as consisting of two symmetric-extinction components and a parallel-extinction 
component. The latter has the form of a thin wedge situated between the former 
two (in figure l(c), its projection onto a large surface is seen as interference). These 
triplets occur during the ferroelectric-to-antiferroelemic phase transition owing to 
the similarity between the 71' (109') domain structure of the Pbam phase and the 
90° twin structure of the Pbam phase [SI and to the deflection of the 71° (logo) 
domain boundaries from the (100) crystallographic plane in comparison with the 90° 
twin boundaries (figure 2). 

In the ferroelectric R3m phase of PbZrO,, a complicated 71" (109') domain 
structure is observed with the boundaries oriented approximately parallel to the 
{Ool} planes. Some 71° (109') domain boundaries may deviate appreciably from 
a [lOo]-type direction while remaining normal to the large plate surfaces (as in 
figure I@)); hence a more correct notation for such a boundary would be {Okl}, 
where Ikl < 1. This aspect of 71' (logo) domain boundary orientation suggests 
that S-type boundaries may be present in the ferroelectric phase. A dependence of 
the domain boundary orientation on temperature, however, could not be established 
reliably since the ferroelectric phase exists within a restricted temperature range. 
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Figure 1. Domain and twin boundaries in (+O) lhe antiierroelectric phase (at 290 K) 
and ( d )  the ferroelectric phase (at 485 & 5 K) of PbZrOJ clyslals: (0) separate 60' 
twin boundary oi the S type in the (111) plane; (b)  an array involving two 60' win 
boundaries parallel IO the (110) and (111) planes and two 90° walls along (100) and 
(010) combined with 90' wedges (indicated by the arrow); (c) a 60' triplet in a clystal 
with symmetrical extinction; (d)  71' (109') domain boundaries. (Magnifications, 140x.) 

3. Crystallographic interpretation 

Crystallographic investigation of the etastic interaction between the twinned regions 
or between the adjacent twinned phases in PhZrO, crystals was based on the 
results in [3,10]. As pointed out  earlier [ i O , l l ] .  the S-type twin boundaries in 
the antiferroelectric phase (figures i ( a )  and l(b)) are related to the presence of 
both 60° and 90' twin components. These components can match each other along 
elastically coherent boundaries, or zero net strain planes, if they have equal volume 
concentrations 1 = m (figure 3). The orientations m , ( h l i q l l )  I nz(hzk , l , )  of these 
planes in the rectangular ( X , ,  X, ,  X,) system of reference are given by the Miller 
indices 

h,  = k, l l / h l  = 4qva(2t - i)/[q: - q: + q2(2t - l)'] (1) 

and h, = -kz, 1, = 0, in terms of the perowkite unit-cell distortions q, = 
(acosu)/a , ,  qb = b/a, ,  1) = ( a s i n w ) / a ,  where a, b and a, are the orthorhombic 
and cubic unit-cell dimensions, respectively, while w is the orthorhombic shear angle. 

To account for the observed thermal stability of the  S-boundary orientation 
nl(T) = constant in the orthorhombic phases of PhHfO, (31 and PhZrO,, let us 
consider the possible reasons for this effect in these and other crystals in some 
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Figure 2. ?he R3m 3 P h a m  phase transition in PbZrOJ crystals with symmetrical 
extinction (T = 483 f 5 K): (a), (6) the crystal in the R3m phase; (c), (d )  the crystal 
in the Pham phase. (a )  and (c) were obrained in parallel polarized light; (b) and (d) 
were obtained using the mica plate. (Magnifications. 150x.) 

Figure 3. A Schematic diagram of the twinned stmcture containing the S-type boundary 
(shaded): m, 1 - m. t and 1 - t arc the volume concentrations of the twin components 
given; "1 is the normal vector to the boundary. 

detail. Here we neglect possible variations in the volume concentrations of the twin 
components (i.e. d t / d T  - 0) as a result of, for example, a structural phase transition 
or a large thermal gradient inside a sample. For n l ( T )  to be constant, it is sufficient 
that d( l , /h , ) /dT = 0. On the assumption further that o2 << 1171 f qiI, which is true 
for PbZrO, and other perovskite crystals [12], equations (1) reduce to 
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( d  -d)(d?l /dT) - ( q l % ) ( d  + d)(dq, /dT) + 2 ~ , ( d d d T )  = 0. (2) 

In view of the diversity and complexity of the restrictions imposed by equation (2) 
on the temperature dependences of a, b and w, we shall confine oun.elves to the 
conditions associated with thermal stability of only one of the unit-cell1 parameters 
(table 1 and figure 4). The numerical estimates using unit-cell parameters of PbZrO, 
[SI and PbHfO, [13] indicate that correlation between structural parameters in both 
cases is regular and obeys the conditions (Tlc) given in table 1. This is probably 
because atomic shifts along the b axis and in the a-c plane of the peirovskite unit 
cell are similar in the isostructural orthorhombic phases of PbZrO, and PbHfO,. In 
addition, it has been experimentally established [I31 that apart from a(T) = constant, 
P(T) = 90' + w = constant is also true for two orthorhombic phases of PbHfO, (at 
least within the experimental error in the monoclinic angle p). According to equation 
(2), this corresponds to the condition Idw/dTI < 2bsinw - b2)-'(db/dT)I. 

* ,h.W 

- 0  -U _ _ _ _ _ _ w  

_--_-- I 1 / b , ,  $:,;+E 
T 

Figure 4. Versions of the temperature dependences o ( T ) ,  b(T) and w ( T )  corresponding 
to the conditions (Tl), (l2) and ("3) front table 1. 

In the course of crystallographic study ol the 60" triplets shown in figure l(c), it 
was found that, whenever m = 1, the situation illustrated in figurc 3 results. On the 
basis of the results of the crystallographic description [ll], the distortion matrix M 
for the region with the volume concentrations of the twin components t and 1 - t 
and the distortion matrix N for the region with m = 1 may be written in. the form 

Conditions for the complete relaxation of the internal stresses at the plarie boundary 
having the normal vector n, (figure 3) are determined [ l l ,  141 in t e r m  of the matrix 
elements Mik and NiE:  

detIIDijll = 0 (4) 

and D;k - DjjDkk 2 0 ( j , k  = 1 , z  1,3) where D;j = ( N i k N j k  -. MikMjk) .  
Then equation (4) is fulfilled strictly only for the matrix elements from equations 
(3) with the volume concentration t = 1, i.e. for elastic matching of tvvo 60° twin 
components separated by the S wall [1,11]. In our case, the triplets appear in those 
crystal regions where certain twin components predominate ( t  Q: 1 - t;  m = 1 or 
m < 1 - m; t = 1; see for comparison figures l(c) and 3). This experimental fact 
corresponds to the approximate fulfilment of equation (4) and to the ipresence of 
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the mechanical stresses at the twin boundary. The magnitudes of these stresses are 
not more than U N casDij N 1@-106 Pa where cab are elastic moduli of the single 
crystal (for various perovskite crystals [12], csb U 10" Pa). Analogous estimates 
for the Stresses arising at the transition between the UIItWiMed R3m and twinned 
P b a m  phases are associated with an unusual behaviour of the unit-cell parameters 
in PbZrO, [8]; in the R3m phase aR N (I and wR N w. Such resulting internal 
stresses are relatively small and could he removed without the formation of the fourth 
twin component in the P b a m  phase. Owing to the latter circumstance, the triplets 
observed in PbZrO, crystals may be considered as compromise or intermediate states 
between the simplest matching of 600 mmponents 11,111 and a system of 60-900 
components (shown in figure 3 and described by equations (1)) along the relaxed S 
boundary. 

In order to describe the elastic matching of twins (71O or 109O domains) 
in the ferroelectric R3m phase of PbZrO,, we used the scheme shown in 
figure 3. We specified four domain types (I-IV) described in the (XI,X2,X3) 
system by the spontaneous olarization vectoB P'(-P,; P,; Ps), P"(-P,; -Ps; -Ps), 
Pnr( Ps; -e; -Ps) and Pig( -e; -e; P, )  and the volume concenaations m, 1 - m, 
t and 1 - t, respectively. Analysis of their matching conditions demonstrates that, 
for any 0 < m < 1 and 0 < t < 1, the boundaries are almost completely relaxed, 
although they may have a slight curvature as a result of the small excessive stresses. 
Let us consider two of these matches in more detail. 

(i) For m = t ,  one would expect boundaries with ni(hikil;) I 
n ; ( l / d ,  -1/&,O), where the Miller indices are 

hi = k; l i / h i  = - [2q :  + q ' ( l - 2 t ) ] / 1 7 * t 2 : - ( 2 u ) t w R ) / t  (5) 

and the distortions are q: = (aRcoswR)/a, ,  q* = (aRsinwR)/u, (aR and wR 
are the un i t a l l  parameters in the R3m phase). It follows from equations (5) that 
11;1 B lh;l for small wR 5 lo and any 0 < t < 1 values. The corresponding 
orientation obtained by the use of aR- and w,-values of PbZrO, in the R3m phase 
[SI is described as (n:, dX,) 5 3'. So slight boundary deviations from the (001) 
orientation are probably not detectable by optical and other measurements owing to 
the real staircase structure of the twin boundaries separating series of the unit cells 
with wR 5 6'. 

(U) Matching of the 109' domain regions (1-11) with a single-domain region (111) 
represents another interesting example. The respective S-type boundaries are given 
by the Miller indices hl,2 = Dl1/D,,,, klt = = (D,2 + D;,)/D,,,, where 
D,, = 8(q')'m(m - l ) ,  D12 = D13 = 2q*(Zq; + 1)(1- m), D,, = D3, = Dll/Z, 
D;$ = 0;: = D~,-D,,D,, and D1,, = [D~l+(D,,iD~,)Z+(Dl,fD~,)Z]'~Z. The 
observed deviations of the boundary orientations by %loo from the (001) plane (the 
angle p, figure l (d ) )  may be associated with the presence of the above-mentioned 
domain (twin) types provided that the condition m = 1 5 2 %  holds. In this case, 
one of the 109' components has a much greater volume concentration whereas the 
180° components have arbitrary volumes. 

4. Conclusions 

On the basis of optical and crystallographic methods, we have observed and described 
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the following kinds of the planar S-type boundary which have not been investigated 
previously in PbZrO, crystals: 

(i) unstrained boundaries between the regions containing 60° and 90" twin 
components in the Pbam phase; 

(ii) domain (twin) boundaries associated with the presence of 109O and 180° twin 
components and small excessive stresses in the R3m phase. 

Moreover, we have studied 60° triple twins (triples) in the Pbam phase. They 
can be characterized as intermediate or compromise states between the case of the 
usual matching 60' twin components and the case of the matching system of 60° and 
No twin components along the S-type boundary. 

The analytical conditions determining the thermal stability of the S-boundary 
orientation n(hhl)  have been formulated. These conditions may be applied to 
different perovskite crystals having complicated twinned structure& 
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